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At Human Touch®, we don’t view perfection as a result, but rather 
an ongoing quest. So, in our new Perfect Chair Series 2, we added elements that make 

our industry-leading chair look, work and feel even more perfect. Building on its elegant form 

and zero-gravity seating position that physicians recommend as the healthiest way to sit, we 

incorporated several improvements, including brushed aluminum leg accents, a sleek pad 

design, “HD” lumbar support and easy-touch smooth recline motion. Sit back and relax, this 

stunning evolution is a wellness and style revolution.

The Perfect Evolution of 
THE PERFECT CHAIR®



SCULPTED BRUSHED 
ALUMINUM LEG ACCENTS WITH 
INTEGRATED FLOOR GLIDES

SMOOTH MOTION 

GLIDE RAILS

“HD” LUMBAR SUPPORT

HAND-CARVED AND 
HAND-STAINED SOLID 
WOOD BASE

ZERO-GRAVITY IMMERSION  

SLEEK 
ERGONOMIC PAD 
DESIGN  

ARTICULATING 
HEADREST

EASY-TOUCH CONTROL 

EASY-TOUCH CONTROL

The subtle thumb-control lever, conveniently 
located inside the left arm, provides split-second 
digital acceleration at all recline angles.

SCULPTED LEG ACCENTS WITH 
INTEGRATED FLOOR GLIDE

Upscale brushed aluminum leg accent cues 
make this chair an even more perfect addition 
to your décor. 

ERGONOMIC PAD DESIGN

Expertly crafted using only premium 
upholsteries, this sleek new pad is 
designed for ergonomic comfort and 
support. SōfHyde, top-grain leather or 
premium leather upholstery covers the pad 
from head to toe, including the arms.

 “HD” LUMBAR SUPPORT

Experience relaxing postural support to the 
lower lumbar region with the high-density, 
or “HD” support that has been built in to 
the pad set.

PERFECT CHAIR SERIES 2
EXCLUSIVE FEATURES

Touch feature benefit to see more.

Maximum weight load: 400 lbs.
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relieved

stressed

upright zero-gravityreclining

David Marcarian

President, Precision Biometrics

NASA-Trained Ergonomics Expert

Human Touch Wellness 
Council Authority

“As the Perfect Chair reclines, the muscles instantaneously start relaxing. 
When the chair reaches neutral posture there is a huge reduction in the state 
of muscle irritation, establishing objectively that the Perfect Chair promotes 
spinal health.”

Enjoy the Perfect Chair throughout the day - touch to find out more.

Everybody talks about zero-gravity in their 
seating products. But at Human Touch, we lead the industry 

with innovative research that makes it possible to actually see and feel 

how the Zero-Gravity Perfect Chair relieves stress.

“In a dynamic test, EKG stick-on electrodes are placed on lower lumbar muscle 
groups. The sEMG shows that muscle activity is in a stressed or contracted 
position while sitting upright. As the Perfect Chair reclines to zero-gravity, the 
sEMG shows reduced electrical activity in the lumbar muscles which signifies the 
muscles are no longer contracting and are free from stress.”

Authority on Wellness

Perfect Chair zero-gravity is real 
science, but it feels like magic.

home

•	Relaxes	and	rejuvenates	the	spine	by	 

 naturally decompressing the vertebrae 

•	Relieves	muscle	tension,	soreness	and	fatigue	

•	Elevates	legs	above	the	heart,	helping	to	 

 improve blood flow 

•	Helps	expand	lung	capacity,	allowing	for	 

 deeper, more relaxed breathing 

•	Improves	circulation	and	blood-oxygen	levels

David Marcarian applying 
sEMG electrodes to measure 
muscle activity.

benefits



Perfect Chair pad sets are 
expertly crafted in premium 
leather, top-grain leather 
and SōfHyde, in a variety of 
designer finishes and matches. 

luxurious 
UPHOLSTERY

Using only 100% renewable, plantation-grown solid parawood, 
highly trained Human Touch master woodworkers hand-carve 
and hand-finish the signature balanced curves supporting the 
Perfect Chair. As one of the strongest woods on earth, the 
Hevea Brasiliensis (rubber tree) ensures durability and beauty 
for years of use.

Black SōfHyde   
PC-PAD-700-030

Black Leather   
PC-PAD-700-021

Espresso Leather  
PC-PAD-700-022

Ivory Leather  
PC-PAD-700-023

Red Leather  
PC-PAD-700-024

Sand Leather  
PC-PAD-700-025

Navy Leather  
PC-PAD-700-026

Black Premium Leather  
PC-PAD-700-27 

Espresso Premium Leather  
PC-PAD-700-028 

Cognac Premium Leather  
PC-PAD-700-029

PC-510-100-001
Dark Walnut
 
PC-510-100-003
Chestnut
 
PC-510-100-004
Walnut

Base

Pad Set

the warmth of WOOD

5-Year Limited Warranty

The Finest Materials

home

Not all seats are created equal.
SōfHyde
SōfHyde is a luxurious and durable upholstery expertly formulated to replicate the comfort, style and “feel” 
of real leather. SōfHyde is designed to last for many years of use and is comfortable, soft to the touch and 
stain-resistant.

Top-Grain Leather
Surrounding yourself in fine leather is the ultimate luxury. Our top-grain, aniline-dyed leather is made from the 
strongest and most supple part of the hide. Perfect Chairs are made in a variety of different leather colors, 
finishes and matches, including some rare and hard-to-find vegetable-tanned and glass-polished limited edition 
selections. No matter which one you choose, the leather’s texture is soft to the touch and its hues are rich and 
inviting. When seated in the chair, you will feel cradled in comfort.

Premium Leather
Only five percent of the world’s natural, uncorrected cowhides are sufficiently free of 
imperfections to qualify for use as Human Touch Premium Leather. Top-grain, aniline-dyed 
hides from the United States and Brazil are carefully measured, cut and sewn all under one 
roof. This is what makes the supple leather luxurious, resilient and so soft to the touch.



All-Day Comfort

Bookend Your Day
The Perfect Chair is an integral part of your day.
•	Use	it	upon	waking	as	a	comfortable	place	to	sit	and	read	the	morning	paper.	

•	Take	a	break	after	your	morning	workout	to	recover.	

•	Rejuvenate	with	an	afternoon	nap.	

•	Relax	after	a	long	day	at	work	and	enjoy	a	home	theater	experience.

•	Prepare	for	a	soothing	sleep.	

Start and end your day in perfect comfort and relaxation with the Perfect Chair.

home

Morning

Noon

Night



Immersion Motion

Defy Gravity™

The zero-gravity ergonomics of the Perfect Chair are a unique 
balance of support and seating comfort. The neutral posture 

position raises the legs above the heart, relieving weight from the spine. 

In this position, the body relaxes into a virtually weightless posture, which 

physicians recommend as the healthiest way to sit. Maximum ergonomic 

posture is ensured at all recline angles through the fixed-form seating 

position. Find relief from stress as you defy gravity in the Perfect Chair.

recline to feel better®

sit down to relax

Odefy gravity™

home



Wellness Council

more...

Stress Relief

Dr. James Rouse
Nutrition and Sleep Expert
Human Touch Wellness 
Council Authority David Marcarian

Ergonomics Expert
Human Touch Wellness 
Council Authority

Chiropractor

Athlete

Chiropractor

Acupuncturist & 
Chinese Medicine 
Practitioner

Expert Insight. Expert Techniques. Expert Results.   

Human Touch products are personally 
used and endorsed by some of the most 
renowned experts in Health and Wellness.  
Each Wellness Council member serves as an 

ambassador to communicate the importance of a 

healthy lifestyle that includes Human Touch products. 

Their passion and support is delivered daily through 

key wellness messages at humantouch.com.  

home

We want to perform our best 

every day. The Perfect Chair is all 

about performance. It gives you 

the chance to immerse yourself 

in zero-gravity and come back on 

fire with purpose and passion.

Dr. James Rouse
Naturopathic Physician 
Human Touch Wellness Authority



PC Accessories

home

The Perfect way to enhance 
your Perfect Chair®.

Back CoverLaptop Desk Extended Footrest

Power Cord Manager

Spanner Wedge Table Accessory Table 

Power Adjustable Lumbar Support


